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                           Assam Schedule VII  Form No.132  

 

                                     HIGH  COURT  FORM No. (J) 2. 

 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE  

DISTRICT : DHUBRI  

          IN THE ORIGINAL COURT OF THE MUNSIFF   :  BILASIPARA  

PRESENT : - 

I.AHMED ,  AJS , 

                                               

     MONDAY ,  10 th DAY OF MARCH , 2014  

                           

                                  TITLE SUIT /CASE NO. 46/2010  

                                      Kuran Ali Fak ir 

                                                              ……..……………………… Plaintiffs 

                                                      -Versus- 

                                 Md. Kaincha Fakir   and  Others   

                                                                          …………………Defendants  

 The suit/case coming on for final hearing on 10-02 -14 in the presence of  :- 

 Mr Ajibor Rahman                           ………………L d. Adv. for Plaintiff. 

Mr Shanti Uddin Sk                    ………...………Ld.A dv for Defendant. 

                 And having stood for consideration  to this day the Court delivered the 

following Judgment :- 

                                                           Judgment  
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1. This suit is filed by the plaintiffs praying for declaration of  right , title , 

interest over the suit land and a decree for  permanent injunction . 

2.  The case of the Plaintiff in brief is that  5 (five) brothers i.e- the father 

of the pro-forma defendant no.2 ,3 ,4 and 5 namely Samser Ali Fakir , 

father of  defendant no.1 and pro-forma defendant no.1 namely  Haru 

Fakir ,father of pro-forma defendant no. 6 ,7 ,8,9 ,10,11 ,namely 

Ahejuddin Fakir  , Agar Ali Fakir ( proforma defendant no. 12) and  

Mokram Ali Fakir (Pro-forma defendant no13 )were the patta holders of 

land measuring 8 Bighas 0 Kothas 0 Lechas as specifically described 

in the Schedule of the plaint ..  

 

3. Plaintiffs further stated that as per family arrangement , Samser Ali 

Fakir , Mokram Ali Fakir , Agar Ali Fakir ,Ahejuddin Fakir each got the 

share of 2 (two) bighas of land each from from the said 8 (eight ) 

bighas of land and accordingly , they are possessing their respective 

shares .  

  

4. It is stated that the plaintiff purchased the share of Agor Ali Fakir 

measuring 2B-0K-0L out of the A-Schedule land through a registered 

sale deed being no.2252 /1993 dated 25-11-1998 and since then , the 

plaintiff has been possessing the said land and has mutated his name 

in the revenue records which is mentioned in Schedule-B and C of the 

plaint .  

 

5. Plaintiff further stated that as per family arrangement , the patta holder 

Haru Fakir relinquished his share and died about 35 years back but the 

defendant no.1 in connivance with the Settlement staff hatched out a 

conspiracy and obtained an order from the Settlement Officer for  

mutation of his name over the total land in place of his deceased father 

Haru Fakir in respect of Schedule-A land and accordingly , the 

defendant no.2 (Asstt. Settelement Officer) served notice upon the 

plaintiff alongwith 5 (five) others by starting a Misc case no.44 /09-10 .  
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6. Plaintiff has further stated that defendant no.1 has been threatening the 

plaintiff that he would mutate his name in the record and would 

diposess the plaintiff from the “B’ and “C” Schedule land and alienate 

the same in favour of some desperate persons in the locality .  

 

7. Plaintiff apprehending of illegal mutation of the name of the defendant 

no.1 over the suit land and  disposession  from the suit land has filed 

this suit praying for declaration of his right , title and interest and 

permanent injunction .  

  

8. After receipt of summons , defendant no.1  appeared and filed his  

written statement wherein he raised a counter-claim against the plaintiff 

. Other defendants did not appeared in this suit . 

9.  Defendant no.1 in his W.S stated that the suit is not maintainable , 

barred by law of limitation , suit is under-valued , suit is devoid of any 

cause of action and barred under Section 154 of the Assam Land and 

Revenue Regulation . Defendant no.1 has  stated that Late Haru Fakir 

,Late Somser Ali Fakir ,Late Ahejuddin Fakir , Agor Ali Fakir and 

Mokrom Ali Fakir were the brother as well as khatiandar of land 

measuring 8 Bigha 0 Kothas 0 lechas as mentioned in the Schedule-A 

of the plaint . Accordingly , the entire land was partitioned among them 

and each of the pattadars got share of land measuring 1 Bigha 3 Kotha 

0 Lechas. 

 

10. Defendant no.1 in his W.S has further stated that the defendant no.1 

has been possessing the allotted share of land measuring 1 Bigha 3 

Kotha 0 Lechas during life-time of his father late Haru Fakir . 

Accordingly , his name has been mutated as the legal heir of late Haru 

Fakir in the records of right dated 21-06-10 . 
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11. Defendant no.1 has further stated that though the plaintiff is claiming 

his right over the Schedule-B and C land on the strength of sale deed 

no. 2252 /1193 dated 25-11-1998 executed by the seller Ajgor Fakir but 

the share of seller Ajgor Ali Fakir is only 1B-3K-OLs and hence the sale 

deed no.2252 /1193 dated 25-11-1998 is illegal and  void-ab-initio . 

Defendant no.1 has further stated that the plaintiff by showing the sale 

deed no.2252 /1193 dated 25-11-1998 executed by seller Ajgor Ali has 

been trying to grab the share of the defendant no.1 which he has 

inherited from his deceased father as his legal heir . 

 

12. Hence , the defendant no.1 has filed a Counter-claim against the 

plaintiff  praying for a declaration that the defendant no.1 has right ,title 

, interest and confirmation of posession over the suit land , a decree 

declaring that the sale deed no.2252 /1193 dated 25-11-1998 is illegal 

and void-ab-initio and inoperative in the eye of law and permanent 

injunction to restrain the plaintiff from interfering with the posession of 

the Couner-claimant over the suit land . 

 
13. Against the Counter-claim , plaintiff filed a written statement wherein 

the plaintiff denied the pleaded case of the counter-claimant /defendant 

no.1 and reiterated and reaffirmed the facts as stated in the plaint . 

14. After hearing both sides and on perusal of the pleadings of both the 

parties , following issues were  framed by my predecessor  :-  

 

1. Whether the suit is tenable in law and facts  ? 

2. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit ? 

3. Whether the suit is under-valued ? 

4. Whether the suit is barred by the law of limitation ? 

5. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder and mis-joinder of parties  ? 

6. Whether the plaintiffs has  right , title , interest  over theScedule-B and 

C land  ? 

7. Whether the Plaintiffs are entitled to a decree  as prayed for  ? Issues 

on Counter-claim:- 
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8. Whether  the counter-claim is maintainable in law and facts   ? 

9. Whether there is cause of action for the counter-claim ? 

10. Whether the counter-claim is barred by law of limitation ? 

11. Whether the counter-claim is bad for non-joinder of legal heirs of Late 

Samsar Ali Fakir , Late Agar Ali Fakir , Late Mokram Ali Fakir ,Late 

Ashad Ali Fakir and Late Haru Fakir as necessary parties and 

misjoinder of parties ? 

12. Whether the counter-claim is under-valued ? 

13. Whether the  Counter-claimant  /defendant no.1 has right , title , 

interest and posession over Schedule-A land ? 

14. Whether the sale deed no.2252 dated 25-11-1998 is illegal , void ab-

initio and inoperative ? 

15. Whether the counter-claimants are entitled to a decree as prayed for ? 

16. To what relief (s) , the parties are entitled  to ? 

 

15. Plaintiff examined 5( five  ) witnesses  and exhibited some documents . 

Defendants examined 3 (three)  witnesses and also exhibited some 

documents  . 

 

16. Perusing the Case record in the light of the submissions made by 

learned counsel for the parties  and the pleaded case of the parties , 

this Court is going to answer  the issues framed by this Court .  

 

17. Decision and reasons therefore :- 

 

18. Issue no. 6 :-  Whether the plaintiff has right , title , interest over 

Schedule-B and C land ?        

 
Considering the importance of this Issue , this issue is taken up for 

answering  the same before deciding other issues .PW1 (Plaintiff) has 

stated that Samser Ali Fakir , Haru Fakir , Mokram Ali Fakir  , 

Ahejuddin Fakir were the patta holders of land measuring 8 Bigha 0 
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Kotha 0 lechas covered by patta no.118 (old) 169 (new) 231 (new) , 

dag no. :-244 (old) 277 (old) 162 (new) 624 (new) 622 (new) situated at 

Village : Jhelturchar Part-II under Bogribari Circle .PW1 stated that as 

per family arrangement , Somser Ali Fakir , Mokram Ali Fakir , Agar Ali 

Fakir and Ahejuddin Fakir got the share of 2 (two) bighas of land each 

from the total land measuring 8 (eight) bighas of land and accordingly , 

they have been possessing their respective shares . PW1  stated that 

as per family arrangement , the patta holder Haru Fakir relinquished his 

share and died about 30/35 years back .  

 
19. PW1 further stated that all the aforesaid  four pattadars have already 

transferred their share of land . PW1 stated that Mokram Ali transferred 

his share of 2 (two) bighas to Juran Ali Fakir and Eman Ali by executing 

General Power of Attorney , Ahejuddin Fakir transferred his share to 

Ashad Ali Fakir , Samser Ali Fakir transferred his share of 2 (two) 

bighas of land to Juran Ali Fakir and Ashad Ali Fakir , and Agor Ali 

Fakir transferred his share of two bighas to the plaintiff (PW1) by way 

of registered sale deed  being no.2252 /1993  dated 25-11-1998 and 

accordingly , all the transferee including the plaintiff are possessing the 

entire 8 (eight ) bighas of land . PW1 has stated that the defendant 

no.1 doesnot have any posession over any portion of the total eight 

bighas of land and he is trying to disposess the plaintiff from the suit 

land .On the other hand , DW1 has denied that his deceased father 

Haru Fakir relinquished his share of land. DW1 has stated that the total 

land measuring 8 (eight ) bighas was divided between five patta-

holders and each patta holder got 1(one) Bigha 3(three) kothas 0 (zero) 

Lechas and therefore his father Haru Fakir also got 1Bighas 3Kotha 0 

Lechas and after the death of his father , he is in posession of the 

share of his father measuring 1 Bigha 3 Kothas 0 Lechas . DW1 stated 

that Agor Ali Fakir who is the vendor of the plaintiff has right over his 

share measuring 1 Bigha 3 Kotha 0 Lechas and therefore , he  cannot  

sale land measuring 2 (two) bighas which is excess than his share of 

land and therefore illegal .Now , the question is whether Haru Fakir 
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relinquished his share of land in favour of the  four other pattadars 

?PW1 exhibited the following documents :-  

Exhibit 1 :-   Sale deed no.2252 dated 1993 executed by Agar   Ali 

Fakir in favour of Kuran Ali Fakir . 

Exhibit 2 :- Certified copy of draft Jamanbandi.  

Exhibit 3 :- Certified copy of draft Jamanbandi . 

Exhibit 4 :- Certified copy of Sale deed no.255 of 1990 executed by 

Mokram Ali Fakir in favour of Juran Ali Fakir and Eman  Ali Fakir .DW1 

on the other hand exhibited the following documents :-  Exhibit A :- 

Final Khatian of land measuring 8 Bigha-0 Kotha -0Lechas.              

Exhibit B :-Upto date Land revenue receipt . 

Exhibit C :-Certified copy of order of mutation passed on 21-06-10. 

Exhibit D :-  Certified copy of Sale deed no. 2522/1993 dated 25.11.98 

From the Exhibit 1 , it is clear that the plaintiff purchased land 

measuring 2(two) bighas in the year 1998 from Haru Fakir . The name 

of the plaintiff stands recorded in the draft Jamanbandi  which is 

exhibited as Exhibit 2 and 3 in the year 2008 vide order dated 26/05/08 

of the then A.S.O . From the Exhibit 4 , it is also clear that another 

pattadar namely Mokram Ali Fakir sold 2 (two)bighas of land to Juran 

Ali Fakir and Eman Ali Fakir . DW1 in his cross has admitted that the 

brothers of his father divided the total land equally among them . Hence 

, when Mokram Ali Fakir sold two bighas of land vide Exhibit-4 , it is 

clear that the share of Mokram Ali Fakir must be two bighas . DW1 has 

admitted in his cross-examination that he was  aware of the sale deed 

(Exhibit-4) executed by  Mokram Ali Fakir whereby he sold two bighas 

of land to Juran Ali Fakir and Eman Ali Fakir .But DW1  has not 

challeneged the said deed before any civil court by filing any suit 

though the Exhibit-4 was executed in the year 1990 and he was well 

aware of the said sale deed .DW1 has also not denied that the brothers 

of his father Haru Fakir sold their respective share of land to their 

respective purchasers . DW1 has also admitted in his cross that his 

father Haru Fakir and the brothers of his father divided the land of 
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every dag in equal shares . Hence , when DW1 has admitted that the 

land was didvided equally among the legal heirs , it cannot be true that 

his father Haru Fakir will get 1Bigha 3 Kotha 0 Lechas and his brother 

Mokram Ali Fakir will get 2 (two) Bighas. Defendant has failed to 

explain as to how the share of Mokram Ali became 2 (two) bighas as 

shown in Exhibit-4 . The version of the defendant no.1 (DW1) is not 

believable as he failed to produce any document to prove that the 

share of each pattadar is 1 Bigha 3 Kothas 0 Lechas . On the other 

hand , plaintiff through Exhibit-1 and 4 has been able to drive home 

their pleaded case  that the share of the four pattadars is 2 (two) 

Bighas each  . Hence , when the share of each pattadar is 2 (two) 

bighas , it is beyond doubt that Haru Fakir might have got his share in 

some other land due to which he might have relinquished his share in 

the Total 8 (eight) bighas of land as shown in the plaint . Moreover , 

defendant also failed to produce any documentary as well as oral 

evidence to prove the area of land sold by the other pattadars apart 

from Mokram Ali Fakir and Agor Ali Fakir . There is not even an iota of 

evidence to come to the conclusion that the total land of eight bighas 

was divided among five brothers and  share of each pattadar is 1 Bigha 

3 Kothas 0 Lechas and hence the pleaded case of the defendant no.1 

that his share is 1 Bigha 3 Kotha 0 Lechas is unbelievable . Further , 

PW2 ( Agor Ali Fakir ) has also stated that his brother Haru Fakir 

relinquished his right over the suit land about 40 years back and died 

about 30-35 years ago  . Further , the statement of PW2 that his 

brother Ahejuddin Fakir  transferred 2 Bigha 0 Kothas 0 Lechas of land 

to Ashad Ali Fakir has not been rebutted by the defendant no.1 by 

producing any documentary or oral evidence . Defendant no.1 has also 

failed to rebut the statement of  PW2 that Somser Ali Fakir also 

transferred 2 (two) bighas of land to Juran Ali Fakir and Ashad Ali Fakir 

by producing any documentary evidence and hence it is therefore held  

that the version of the plaintiff that the total land measuring 8 (eight ) 

bighas was divided equally among four brothers by excluding father of 
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the defendant no.1 appears to be correct . Though the relinquishment 

of the share of the deceased father of the defendant no.1 is not 

recorded in a document but when the evidence adduced by the parties 

suggest that the father of the deceased father had relinquished his 

share in the suit land and other pattadars sold their respective share 

about 15-20 years before institution of the suit ,it must be concluded 

that the pleaded case of the defendant no.1 that he is in posession of 1 

Bighas 3 Kothas 0 Lechas is unbelievable and appears to be false .For 

the reasons as discussed above , it is held that defendant no.1  has 

failed to prove his  right , title , interest over the suit land as his 

deceased father might have relinquished his share over the suit land in 

order to get some other landed paternal properties  as his share 

.Therefore , the Sale deed no.2252 dated 1993 executed by Agar   Ali 

Fakir in favour of plaintiff Kuran Ali Fakir appears to be flawless as the 

vendor has only sold his share of land to the plaintiff  and therefore , it 

is held that the plaintiff has derived his title over the land purchased by 

him from Agar Ali Fakir .Accordingly , Issue no. Issue No. 6 is decided 

in affirmative in favour of   the plaintiff .  

 

20.   Issue no.1 :- Whether the suit is tenable in law and facts ? 

It is stated by the defendants in their Written Statement  that the suit is 

not maintainable but has not stated as to why the suit is not 

maintainable . Every suit is maintainable unless the same is barred by 

any provision of law . In the instant suit , defendants has failed to show 

under what provision of law the suit is not maintainable .Accordingly , 

Issue no. 1 is decided in affirmative in favour of the plaintiff . 

 

21. Isssue no.2 :-  

Plaintiff has stated in the plaint that the cause of action arosed on 14-1-

10 when the  notice of Mutation case filed by the defendant no.1 was 

served upon him on 1-11-04 . The case of the plaintiff is that he 

purchased  the suit land which was the share of his vendor Agar Ali 
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Fakir . On the other hand , defendant no.1 has stated that the suit land 

is his share of his deceased father Haru Fakir and hence Agar Ali Fakir 

cannot confer title upon the plaintiff which he himself doesnot have . 

Considering the rival contention of the parties , plaintiff does have a 

cause of action to institute the suit . Accordingly , Issue no.2 is 

answered in affirmative in favour of the plaintiff . 

 

22. Issue no. 3 :- Whether the suit is under-valued ? 

Plaintiffs side has filed this suit only for declaration of his right , title and 

interest and permanent injunction . The prayer for a decree for 

permanent injunction is only a consequential relief to the main relief of 

declaration of right , title , interest of the plaintiff over the suit land . 

Hence, the present suit comes within the purview of Section 7 (iv)(c) of 

the Court-fees Act and hence , the plaintiff can put his valuation as he 

likes . Further , as per Section 8 of the Suit Valuation Act , when a  suit 

comes under the purview of Section 7 (iv0 (c) , the value of the  suit for 

the purposes of Jurisdiction shall be the same as as that for paying the 

court-fees.  

In the instant suit , the plaintiff has valued the suit at Rs.200/-  and 

hence , the plaintiff is within his right to value the suit at the said 

amount for the purpose of jurisdiction as well as Court-fees. 

Accordingly , Issue no.3 is answered in affirmative in favour of the 

plaintiff 

23. Issue no. 5 :- Whether the suit is barred by the law of limitation ? 

Plaintiff has stated that the cause of action arose on 14-1-10 , when he 

received the notice of the mutation case filed by the defendant . The 

instant suit was filed on 09-06-10 which is within one year and 

therefore within the period of limitation . 

Accordingly , Issue no.4 is decided in negative in favour of the plaintiff .  

.  

24. Issue no. 5 :- Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties  ? 
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Though the defendant no.1 has stated in his W.S that the suit is bad for 

non-joinder of necessary parties  but it is not stated as to who are the 

necessary parties who has not been made parties in this suit . The plea 

of the defendant no.1 that the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties appears to be vague . 

Accordingly , Issue No.5 is decided in negative in favour of the plaintiffs   

. 

 

25. Issue no.7  :-  

It has already been decided in Issue no.6 that the plaintiff has right , 

title , interest over the suit land .Hence , the plaintiff is entitled to a 

decree as prayed for . 

Accordingly , Issue no.7 is answered in affirmative in favour of  plaintiff 

. 

26. Issue no.8 :- 

The counter-claim is filed by the defendant no.1 praying for declaration 

of his right , title , interest and confirmation of posession over the 

counter-claim  land which is  a part of Schedule-A land as described in 

the plaint . Now , it has been admitted by the counter-

claimant/defendant no.1(DW1)  in his cross-examintion that apart from 

his father Haru fakir , other co-pattadars have sold their respective 

shares of the total 8 (eight) Bighas of land and the Counter-claimant is 

in posession of the share of his deceased father which is 1 Bigha 3 

Kothas 0 lechas . Hence , when the pleaded case of the Counter-

claimant is that he is in posession of a specific portion of the Schedule-

A of the plaint , he ought to have described  the four boundaries of his 

land measuring  1 Bigha 3 Kotha 0 lechas . Counter-claimant has failed 

to describe the four boundaries of his land and therefore failed to 

comply with the provision of Order V11 Rule 8 CPC . Now , the instant 

suit is for confirmation of posession and without the four boundaries of 

the land under the posesson of the Counter-claimant , any decree likely 

to be passed will be non-execuatble and will amount to nullity 
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.Accordingly , Issue no.8 is answered in negative against the Counter-

claimant .  

 

27. Issue no.13 : Whether the counter-claimant /defendant no.1 has right , 

title , interest and posession over the Schedule-A and B Land ? 

28. Issue no. 14:- Whether the Sale deed no.2252 dated 25-11-1998 is 

illegal , void ab-initio and inoperative ? 

 

Both Issue no.13 and 14 are taken up together as they are inter-related  

.PW1 (Plaintiff) has stated that Samser Ali Fakir , Haru Fakir , Mokram 

Ali Fakir  , Ahejuddin Fakir were the patta holders of land measuring 8 

Bigha 0 Kotha 0 lechas covered by patta no.118 (old) 169 (new) 231 

(new) , dag no. :-244 (old) 277 (old) 162 (new) 624 (new) 622 (new) 

situated at Village : Jhelturchar Part-II under Bogribari Circle .PW1 

stated that as per family arrangement , Somser Ali Fakir , Mokram Ali 

Fakir , Agar Ali Fakir and Ahejuddin Fakir got the share of 2 (two) 

bighas of land each from the total land measuring 8 (eight) bighas of 

land and accordingly , they have been possessing their respective 

shares . PW1  stated that as per family arrangement , the patta holder 

Haru Fakir relinquished his share and died about 30/35 years back 

.PW1 further stated that all the aforesaid  four pattadars have already 

transferred their share of land . PW1 stated that Mokram Ali transferred 

his share of 2 (two) bighas to Juran Ali Fakir and Eman Ali by executing 

General Power of Attorney , Ahejuddin Fakir transferred his share to 

Ashad Ali Fakir , Samser Ali Fakir transferred his share of 2 (two) 

bighas of land to Juran Ali Fakir and Ashad Ali Fakir , and Agor Ali 

Fakir transferred his share of two bighas to the plaintiff (PW1) by way 

of registered sale deed  being no.2252 /1993  dated 25-11-1998 and 

accordingly , all the transferee including the plaintiff are possessing the 

entire 8 (eight ) bighas of land PW1 has stated that the defendant no.1 

doesnot have any posession over any portion of the total eight bighas 

of land and he is trying to disposess the plaintiff from the suit land .On 
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the other hand , DW1 has denied that his deceased father Haru Fakir 

relinquished his share of land. DW1 has stated that the total land 

measuring 8 (eight ) bighas was divided between five patta-holders and 

each patta holder got 1(one) Bigha 3(three) kothas 0 (zero) Lechas and 

therefore his father Haru Fakir also got 1Bighas 3Kotha 0 Lechas and 

after the death of his father , he is in posession of the share of his 

father measuring 1 Bigha 3 Kothas 0 Lechas . DW1 stated that Agor Ali 

Fakir who is the vendor of the plaintiff has right over his share 

measuring 1 Bigha 3 Kotha 0 Lechas and therefore , he  cannot  sale 

land measuring 2 (two) bighas which is excess than his share of land 

and therefore illegal .Now , the question is whether Haru Fakir 

relinquished his share of land in favour of the  four other pattadars ? 

 

PW1 exhibited the following documents :-  

Exhibit 1 :-   Sale deed no.2252 dated 1993 executed by Agar   Ali 

Fakir in favour of Kuran Ali Fakir . 

Exhibit 2 :- Certified copy of draft Jamanbandi.  

Exhibit 3 :- Certified copy of draft Jamanbandi  

Exhibit 4 :- Certified copy of Sale deed no.255 of 1990 executed by 

Mokram Ali Fakir in favour of Juran Ali Fakir and Eman  Ali Fakir . 

DW1 on the other hand exhibited the following documents :-  

Exhibit A :- Final Khatian of land measuring 8 Bigha-0 Kotha -0 Lechas 

. 

Exhibit B :-Upto date Land revenue receipt . 

Exhibit C :-Certified copy of order of mutation passed on 21-06-10 

Exhibit D:- Copy of Sale deed no.2522/1993 dated 25-11-1998  

 

From the Exhibit 1 , it is clear that the plaintiff purchased land 

measuring 2(two) bighas in the year 1998 from Haru Fakir . The name 

of the plaintiff stands recorded in the draft Jamanbandi  which is 

exhibited as Exhibit 2 and 3 in the year 2008 vide order dated 26/05/08 

of the then A.S.O . From the Exhibit 4 , it is also clear that another 
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pattadar namely Mokram Ali Fakir sold 2 (two)bighas of land to Juran 

Ali Fakir and Eman Ali Fakir . DW1 in his cross has admitted that the 

brothers of his father divided the total land equally among them . Hence 

, when Mokram Ali Fakir sold two bighas of land vide Exhibit-4 , it is 

clear that the share of Mokram Ali Fakir must be two bighas . DW1 has 

admitted in his cross-examination that he was  aware of the sale deed 

(Exhibit-4) executed by  Mokram Ali Fakir whereby he sold two bighas 

of land to Juran Ali Fakir and Eman Ali Fakir .But DW1  has not 

challenged the said deed before any civil court by filing any suit though 

the Exhibit-4 was executed in the year 1990.DW1 has also not denied 

that the brothers of his father Haru Fakir sold their respective share of 

land to their respective purchasers . DW1 has also admitted in his 

cross that his father Haru Fakir and the brothers of his father divided 

the land of every dag in equal shares . Hence , when DW1 has 

admitted that the land was didvided equally among the legal heirs , it 

cannot be true that his father Haru Fakir will get 1Bigha 3 Kotha 0 

Lechas and his brother Mokram Ali Fakir will get 2 (two) Bighas. 

Defendant has failed to explain as to how the share of Mokram Ali Fakir 

became 2 (two) bighas as shown in Exhibit-4 . The version of the 

defendant no.1 (DW1) is not believable as he failed to produce any 

document to prove that the share of each pattadar is 1 Bigha 3 Kothas 

0 Lechas . On the other hand , plaintiff through Exhibit-1 and 4 has 

been able to drive home their pleaded case  that the share of the four 

pattadars is 2 (two) Bighas each  . Hence , when the share of each 

pattadar is 2 (two) bighas , it is beyond doubt that Haru Fakir might 

have got his share in some other land due to which he might have 

relinquished his share in the Total 8 (eight) bighas of land as shown in 

the plaint . Moreover , defendant also failed to produce any 

documentary as well as oral evidence to prove the area of land sold by 

the other pattadars apart from Mokram Ali Fakir and Agor Ali Fakir . 

There is not even an iota of evidence to come to the conclusion that the 

total land of eight bighas was divided among five brothers and  share of 
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each pattadar is 1 Bigha 3 Kothas 0 Lechas and hence the pleaded 

case of the defendant no.1 that his share is 1 Bigha 3 Kotha 0 Lechas 

is unbelievable . Further , PW2 ( Agor Ali Fakir ) has also stated that 

his brother Haru Fakir relinquished his right over the suit land about 40 

years back and died about 30-35 years ago  . Further , the statement of 

PW2 that his brother Ahejuddin Fakir  transferred 2 Bigha 0 Kothas 0 

Lechas of land to Ashad Ali Fakir has not been rebutted by the 

defendant no.1 by producing any documentary or oral evidence . 

Defendant no.1 has also failed to rebut the statement of  PW2 that 

Somser Ali Fakir also transferred 2 (two) bighas of land to Juran Ali 

Fakir and Ashad Ali Fakir by producing any documentary evidence and 

hence it is therefore held  that the version of the plaintiff that the total 

land measuring 8 (eight ) bighas was divided equally among four 

brothers by excluding father of the defendant no.1 appears to be 

correct . Though the relinquishment of the share of the deceased father 

of the defendant no.1 is not recorded in a document but when the 

evidence adduced by the parties suggest that the father of the 

deceased father had relinquished his share in the suit land and other 

pattadars sold their respective share about 15-20 years before 

institution of the suit ,it must be concluded that the pleaded case of the 

defendant no.1 that he is in posession of 1 Bighas 3 Kothas 0 Lechas 

is unbelievable and appears to be false .For the reasons as discussed 

above , it is held that Counter-claimant/ defendant no.1  has failed to 

prove his  right , title , interest over the suit land as his deceased father 

might have relinquished his share over the suit land in order to get 

some other landed paternal properties  as his share .Therefore , the 

Sale deed no.2252 dated 1993 executed by Agar   Ali Fakir in favour of 

plaintiff Kuran Ali Fakir appears to be flawless as the vendor has only 

sold his share of land to the plaintiff  and therefore , it is held that the 

plaintiff has derived his title over the land purchased by him from Agar 

Ali Fakir . The corrollary of the said finding is that the counter-claimant 

/defendant doesnot have right , title , interest over the suit land . 
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Moreover , counter-claimant has failed to furnish the four boundaries of 

the counter-claim land in his counter-claim . Infact , there is no 

Schedule in the Counter-claim . 

 

Accordingly , Issue no. Issue No. 13 and 14 is decided in negative 

against the Counter-claimant   . 

 

 

29. Issue no.9 :- Whether there is cause of action for institution of the 

counter-claimant  ? 

The case of the Counter-claimant is that the suit land is the share of his 

deceased father , namely Haru Sk  whereas  the case of the plaintiff is 

that Haru Sk relinquished his share in the total eight bighas of land in 

favour of his four brothers and therefore each of the four pattadars got 

2 (Bighas) each .  

Considering  the rival contention of the parties , Counter-claimant has a 

cause of action to institute the Counter-claim . 

Accordingly , Issue no.9 is answered in affirmative in favour of the 

Counter-claimant . 

30. Issue no. 10 :-  

Counter-claimant has stated that the cause of action arosed on 21-06-

10 , when he received summon of the instant Title suit . The counter-

claim  is filed within the period of limitation . 

Accordingly , issue no.10 is answered in affirmative in favour of the 

Counter-claimant .  

31.  Issue no. 11 :-  

Counter-claimant has neither  made the other pattadars of the suit land  

nor the subsequent purchasers of the suit land a party in this case 

though he has prayed for declaration of his right , title , interest over the 

entire eight bighas of land without giving any description of the specific 

share of the land of his deceased father . Counter-claimant has also 

neither given the Schedule of his Counter-claim land nor the  four 
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boundaries of the share of his deceased father . Hence , his claim 

appears to be over the entire eight bighas and therefore , the other 

pattadars and the subsequent purchasers of the respective share of the 

pattadars are necessary parties . 

Hence , issue no.11 is answered in positive against the plaintiff . 

 

32. Issue no.12 :- 

Counter-claimant  has filed this counter-claim  only for declaration of 

his right , title and interest, confirmation of posession , cancellation of 

sale deed  and permanent injunction . The prayer for a decree for 

permanent injunction  and cancellation of sale deed are  only a 

consequential relief to the main relief of declaration of right , title , 

interest of the Counter-claimant over the suit land . Hence, the present 

suit comes within the purview of Section 7 (iv)(c) of the Court-fees Act 

and hence , the plaintiff can put his valuation as he likes . Further , as 

per Section 8 of the Suit Valuation Act , when a  suit comes under the 

purview of Section 7 (iv) (c) , the value of the  suit for the purposes of 

Jurisdiction shall be the same as as that for paying the court-fees.   

In the instant suit , the Counter-claimant has valued the suit at Rs.100/-  

and hence , the plaintiff is within his right to value the  suit at the said 

amount for the purpose of jurisdiction as well as Court-fees. 

Accordingly , Issue no.12  is answered in affirmative in favour of the 

counter-claimant  .  

 

33. Issue no.  15 and 16 :-  

As the Counter-claimant has failed to prove his right , title , interest 

over the suit land and hence , he is not entitled to any relief as prayed 

for .Accordingly , Issue no. 15 and 16 is decided in negative against the 

Counter-claimant .  

 

ORDER  

Suit of the plaintiff is decreed on contest with cost . 
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Plaintiff is entitled to  a decree :- 

1.  for declaration of his right , title , interest and confirmation of 

posession over the Schedule-B and C land . 

2. Of  permanent injunction to restrain  the defendant no.1 from 

dispossessing the plaintiff from the Schedule-B and C land . 

3. Cost .  

Counter-claim of the Counter-claimant is dismissed on contest with 

cost . Prepare a decree accordingly .  

 

Given under my hand and seal  of this Court on this 10th day of 

March ,2014  

 

                                                                        Munsiff : Bilasipara  

 

                                                         Contd …/Appendix 

APPENDIX 

 

Witnesses  

 

Plaintiff witnesses :- 

 

PW1 :- Md. Kuran Ali Fakir  

PW2 :- Md. Agar Ali Fakir  

PW3 :- Md. Ali Shah Merdhah ( expunged)  

PW4 :-Md. Kashem  Ali Fakir  

PW5 :- Md. Sohid Ali Merdah  

PW6 :- Shri Janak Ch. Narzary ( L.D.A ,Sub-registrar Office )  

Defendants’ Witness :- 

 

DW1 :- Shri Kaincha Fakir  
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DW2 :- Shri Meser Ali Fakir  

DW3 :- Md. Banu Sk  

 

Plaintiffs’ Exhibits :        

Exhibit 1 :-   Sale deed no.2252 dated 1993 executed by Agar   Ali 

Fakir in favour of Kuran Ali Fakir . 

Exhibit 2 :- Certified copy of draft Jamanbandi.  

Exhibit 3 :- Certified copy of draft Jamanbandi . 

Exhibit 4 :- Certified copy of Sale deed no.255 of 1990 executed by 

Mokram Ali Fakir in favour of Juran Ali Fakir and Eman  Ali Fakir. 

Defendnats Exhibit :-  

Exhibit A :- Final Khatian of land measuring 8 Bigha-0 Kotha -0Lechas.              

Exhibit B :-Upto date Land revenue receipt . 

Exhibit C :-Certified copy of order of mutation passed on 21-06.10. 

Exhibit D :-  Certified copy of Sale deed no. 2522/1993 dated 25.11.98 

         

 

Court witness : None  

Court exhibit:-  None                                                        

 

                                                               Munsiff : Bilasipara  


